Necessitated by economic and market forces, the last two decades have witnessed a quantum leap in global dispersion of software development work, signifying the emergence of Global Software Development (GSD) as an important driver of business value. Whilst most companies have jumped on the GSD bandwagon, evidence suggests that firms do not (or are not able to) systematically harness the full potential of GSD, resulting in sub-optimal value capture. This can often be attributed to a tactical approach towards GSD, absence of a realization that managing GSD is an acquired competency, and to insufficient insight into the structure and dynamics of GSD.
Successfully capitalizing on GSD requires not only effectively dealing with the complexities and challenges that the global distribution of software work throws-up but also employing a well-crafted strategy to realize its full potential. Drawing on several years of real-world research and managerial experience, this talk offers actionable insights on how GSD can be systematically harnessed for business competitiveness. Specifically, the talk presents the "science" and the "art" of global software development and illustrates with industry examples how companies can leverage GSD to capture business value along the software development lifecycle. The talk also highlights areas that need further research in order to advance the practice of GSD.
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